
Medtail: Retail’s Next Frontier 

Background  

The COVID-19 pandemic wreaked havoc on America’s real estate market while it expedited the 

digitization of our economy. E-commerce thrived as companies doubled down on their direct-to-

consumer sales, to the delight of industrial property owners. Amidst this, retail found itself as the 

big loser: even stalwart anchor tenants struggled to justify large storefronts as foot traffic ground 

to a near halt. In the aftermath of this, America’s retail property owners are searching for a long-

term solution—one that is pandemic-proof.  

Disillusioned Retail Property Owners Turn Their Hopes to Medical Tenants  

Real estate firms such as Empire State Realty Trust have noted the resiliency of grocery stores, 

pharmacies, and medical facilities as other properties struggled during COVID-19. Wall Street 

Journal reports that doctors and medical professionals, unlike other office tenants, have 

consistently paid rent in a timely manner. One might think the boom in telehealth has had an 

adverse impact on such facilities, but the past few months have seen a significant rise in patients 

going back to the doctor’s office.  

As a result, property owners are optimistic in “medtail” investments: MedCraft Investment 

Partners launched a $500 million fund last month dedicated solely to medical office acquisitions 

while Kayne Anderson Real Estate is working on closing a staggering $2.5 billion fund, half of 

which will be devoted to medical offices. Their actions explain the relatively miniscule decline 

in medical office buildings—6%—relative to the 32% drop in commercial real estate sales 

volume.  

Urgent Care Centers: A Retail-Friendly Option  

While the trends discussed may make Medtail seem a no-brainer, there are some key issues with 

bringing a doctor’s office to your local strip mall. For long, landlords have feared the image of 

sick patients frequenting their properties while the tenant improvements necessary for medical 

care—such as improved HVAC systems—proved a barrier to entry. However, the growth of 

urgent care centers over recent years has provided medical with an entry-route to retail. These 

“doc-in-a-box” facilities cater to basic health needs during traditional doctor’s office hours as 

well as weekends and holidays. Their retail-style storefronts blend in amsong grocery stores and 

restaurants, preserving a mall’s optics while improving access to medical care.  

Almost 20% of all leased medical space is in retail units and there are strong signs of this 

growing. With more than 8,200 urgent care centers nationwide and an annual industry growth 

rate of 5.8%, these storefronts are poised to aid retail’s recovery efforts. Such financial promise 

lands urgent care centers among the ranks of dental offices, cosmetic dermatology, and physical 

therapy as retail-ready medical centers. However only time will tell if medtail is the lifeline that 

can save America’s retail property behemoths from drowning. 
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